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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
I John 4:18: "There is no fear in love; but perfect love casteth out fear: because

fear hath torment. He that feareth is not made perfect in love."
Heb 13:6: "So that we may boldly say, The Lord is my helper, and I will not fear
what man shall do unto me."
II Timothy 1:7: "For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of
love, and of a sound mind."
North Korea fires a heavy artillery barrage against South Korean targets, thus
keeping alive the second major part of the Planned World War III, the nuclear
confrontation on the Korean Peninsula.
NEWS BRIEF: "NKorea fires artillery onto SKorean island: 2 dead", By KWANGTAE KIM, Excite News, November 23, 2010
"SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - South Korea says two marines have been killed and 16
others injured in a North Korean bombardment of a South Korean island near the
countries' disputed western sea border. South Korea's Joint Chiefs of Staff said
Tuesday that it returned fire and scrambled fighter jets in response. It said the
'inhumane' attack on civilian areas violated the 1953 armistice halting the Korean War.
The two sides technically remain at war because a peace treaty was never negotiated."
"The skirmish came amid high tension over North Korea's claim that it has a new
uranium enrichment facility, and just six weeks after North Korean leader Kim Jong Il
unveiled his youngest son Kim Jong Un as his heir apparent."
The key to this news story is the "uranium enrichment" portion. The Illuminati has
planned a "nuclear confrontation" on the Korean Peninsula as part of their World War III
scenario. Let us examine their exact quote again.
On page 222-3, of his book, "The Armageddon Script: Prophecy In Action",
Lemesurier makes a very cryptic statement about Korea. "But then war will seldom be
absent from the world-scene during the last twenty years of the century. There will be
numerous local conflicts in the Far East, the Middle East, and Africa. A hair-raising
nuclear confrontation in Korea may, towards the end of the period, threaten
man's very survival." (NOTE: This New Age book was published in 1981, well
before events began to swirl toward the Middle East or Korea)
Did you catch most important two portions of this Illuminati Plan?
1) "... numerous local conflicts in the Far East, the Middle East, and Africa."
Since the attacks of 9/11, the United States and the European Union have cooperated
to launch wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan, Yemen, and Sudan.
2) "A hair-raising nuclear confrontation in Korea may, towards the end of the period,
threaten man's very survival."

Since 1993, the United States has been raising the alarm that North Korea is trying to
develop nuclear weapons and will do so unless the West does something about it. First,
both countries obtained nuclear weapons many years ago. Our research has shown us
that North Korea obtained nuclear processing facilities intact and fully functioning on
their soil when the U.S.S.R. fell apart in 1990-1991. Since the Russians had always
used North Korean technicians to produce nuclear weapons for the U.S.S.R., it was
easy and quick for North Korea to produce nuclear weapons in these facilities.
Iran bought her nuclear weapons "off the shelf" from Pakistan in 2001-2002 and then
she purchased regional missiles from North Korea.
Also North Korea’s nuclear belligerency was also a creation of the U.S.
government in that they armed the Stalinist state both directly and indirectly
through global arms dealers under their control, namely Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan.
While labeling North Korea as part of the “axis of evil,” the U.S. government was
enthusiastically funding its nuclear weapons program at every stage.
Both the Clinton and Bush administrations played a key role in helping Kim Jong-Il
develop North Korea’s nuclear prowess from the mid 1990’s onwards.
Just as with Saddam Hussein’s chemical and biological weapons program, it was
Donald Rumsfeld who played a key role in arming Kim-Jong-Il.
Rumsfeld was man who presided over a $200 million dollar contract to deliver
equipment and services to build two light water reactor stations in North Korea in
January 2000 when he was an executive director of ABB (Asea Brown Boveri). Wolfram
Eberhardt, a spokesman for ABB confirmed that Rumsfeld was at nearly all the board
meetings during his involvement with the company.
Read Entire Article
Therefore, since the issue of North Korea and Iran producing their own nuclear
weapons is totally false, the alarm from Western powers is sheer propaganda, designed
to keep people all stirred up and unsettled. Remember, this state of unsettled minds is
part of the plan known as "The Protocols of Zion".
Secondly, the Plan calls for North Korea to convince people that their lives could end at
any moment because of their nuclear capability. Quoting from our Archived Article,
NEWS1781, written in 2003, we read:
In this feature article, North Korea's spokesman threatens to hit New York City,
Washington, D.C., and Chicago with nuclear warheads, setting them "aflame". North
Korea must possess two capabilities for this threat to become reality: Nuclear warheads
and intercontinental ballistic missiles capable of delivering them to the East Coast.

As this article reveals, North Korea is said to possess both these capabilities. By 1999
North Korea had the capability then to launch a 3-stage intercontinental ballistic missile
that would be capable of striking US East Coast targets. But, of course, we were not
told this fact; rather, we are still being treated to disinformation stories that North Korea
is "close to developing" nuclear warheads, and that she needs to start up her nuclear
reactor plant in order to begin production; the reality is exactly 180 degrees in the
opposite direction. Further, we are being told that North Korea is "close to" getting thirdstage capability, when she has possessed it for several years.
The article from 2003 also states: A nuclear weapon would be produced by the end of
next month, with another five by the end of the year, he said. This was on top of a
suspected nuclear arsenal of 100 weapons.
Therefore, North Korea had an arsenal of over 100 nuclear weapons plus an
intercontinental ballistic missile system capable of destroying targets on the American
East Coast in 2003! When the time comes to initiate this part of the Plan, people are
going to die, because North Korea must demonstrate their fearsome capability.
Otherwise, men's hearts will not be "failing them for fear".
http://cuttingedge.org/newsletters/index.html
China Warns U.S. On Naval Exercises as North Korea Promises Retaliation
Kurt Nimmo--Infowars.com--November 26, 2010
China has warned the United States against engaging in military activity on its coastline.

“We oppose any military act by any party
conducted in China’s exclusive economic
zone without approval,” China’s Foreign
Ministry replied in response to a question
about the inclusion of a U.S. Aircraft
carrier strike group participating in the joint
exercise.
The exclusive economic zone is a
maritime zone up to 200 nautical miles
from a country’s coast.
It was reported today that Obama would
be speaking with his Chinese counterpart
Hu Jintao in coming days. China has
refused to condemn North Korea’s actions.

North Korea warns of a “shower of
dreadful fire” in response to the joint
U.S.-South Korean exercises.

The Chinese statement arrives ahead of
U.S.-South Korean naval exercises,
according to Reuters. Earlier in the week,
the Pentagon sent the USS George
Washington and four other Navy ships to
the Yellow Sea after North Korea shelled
South Korean soldiers and civilians in
response to South Korean military
exercises.

In a statement from the U.S. Navy’s
Seventh Fleet, the military exercises are
described as a measure to show the United States’ “commitment to regional stability
through deterrence.” Joint military exercises with the South Koreans begin on Sunday.
North Korea has promised “waves of retaliation” if provoked.
North Korea warns region is on brink of war
Nov 26, 6:49 AM (ET)--By LEE JIN-MAN and FOSTER KLUG--www.HenleyPutnam.edu--YEONPYEONG ISLAND, South Korea (AP) - North Korea warned Friday
that U.S.-South Korean plans for military maneuvers put the peninsula on the brink of
war, and appeared to launch its own artillery drills within sight of an island it showered
with a deadly barrage this week.
The fresh artillery blasts were especially defiant because they came as the U.S.
commander in South Korea, Gen. Walter Sharp, toured the South Korean island to
survey damage from Tuesday's hail of North Korean artillery fire that killed four people.
None of the latest rounds hit the South's territory, and U.S. military officials said Sharp
did not even hear the concussions, though residents on other parts of the island
panicked and ran back to the air raid shelters where they huddled earlier in the week as
white smoke rose from North Korean territory.

http://apnews.myway.com/article/20101126/D9JNPTIO2.html
8 Reasons Why North Korea Is One of the Most Wicked Delusional Nations On
Earth
The Economic Collapse--November 24, 2010
Unfortunately a lot of Americans would actually welcome “the Korean War Part 2″, but
before people get too excited it is important to keep in mind that we have never been at
war with a nation that actually possesses nuclear weapons. At this point it is unclear
exactly how powerful North Korea’s nuclear weapons are, but nearly everyone does
agree that they are crazy enough to use them. North Korea reportedly has thousands
of missile batteries that are capable to hitting the 10 million people that live in Seoul.
The death and devastation that an all-out strike on Seoul could potentially cause is
almost unimaginable. In fact, the 24.5 million people living either in or around Seoul
make it the second largest metropolitan area in the world. The next conflict on the
Korean peninsula will be extremely bloody.
Unfortunately, the next Korean war seems
closer than ever. Tensions on the
peninsula are at a record high. Today,
North Korea has one of the largest armies
in the world. Some reports claim that they
have over 1 million soldiers on active
duty. But South Korea is highly militarized
as well, and there are 28,000 U.S. troops
stationed in South Korea that the North
Koreans would have to contend with.
Right now the rest of the world is getting
quite nervous, because a war between
nuclear powers could get out of hand very
quickly. If North Korea hits South Korea
with nuclear weapons, it seems almost
certain that the U.S. would hit North Korea
with nukes. The death and destruction
that would result would be unprecedented.
So what does China think about all of
this? Well, North Korea would not be
acting so belligerent right now if they did
not have permission from China. Perhaps
China is trying to send a message to the
West.
Let us hope that a new all-out Korean war
does not erupt. North Korea is ruled by delusional leaders who are insane enough to
actually use nuclear weapons. If you doubt this, just consider the following 8 facts….

#1 The first “Great Leader” of North Korea, Kim Il-Sung, is deeply revered in North
Korea. In fact, there are over 500 statues of Kim Il-sung scattered throughout the
country. Many Koreans apparently believe that Kim Il-Sung actually created the world.
#2 It is said that hanging up pictures of Kim Il-Sung is compulsory for every household
in North Korea.
#3 Millions of North Korean citizens have literally starved to death over the past 10
years.
#4 It has been reported that during times of extreme hunger in North Korea, cannibalism
is quite common. Several years ago the Washington Post shared what one 29-year-old
female defector told them about what is going on inside the country….
“When one is very hungry, one can go crazy. One woman in my town killed her 7month-old baby, and ate the baby with another woman.”
The sad thing is that the 29-year-old female defector didn’t even consider what she had
seen to be wrong….
“I can’t condemn cannibalism. Not that I wanted to eat human meat, but we were so
hungry. It was common that people went to a fresh grave and dug up a body to eat
meat. I witnessed a woman being questioned for cannibalism. She said it tasted good.”
2Ki 6:25 And there was a great famine in Samaria: and, behold, they besieged it,
until an ass's head was [sold] for fourscore [pieces] of silver, and the fourth part
of a cab of dove's dung for five [pieces] of silver.
2Ki 6:26 And as the king of Israel was passing by upon the wall, there cried a
woman unto him, saying, Help, my lord, O king.
2Ki 6:27 And he said, If the LORD do not help thee, whence shall I help thee? out
of the barnfloor, or out of the winepress?
2Ki 6:28 And the king said unto her, What aileth thee? And she answered, This
woman said unto me, Give thy son, that we may eat him to day, and we will eat
my son to morrow.
2Ki 6:29 So we boiled my son, and did eat him: and I said unto her on the next
day, Give thy son, that we may eat him: and she hath hid her son.
2Ki 6:30 ¶ And it came to pass, when the king heard the words of the woman, that
he rent his clothes; and he passed by upon the wall, and the people looked, and,
behold, [he had] sackcloth within upon his flesh.
Deu 28:53 And thou shalt eat the fruit of thine own body, the flesh of thy sons
and of thy daughters, which the LORD thy God hath given thee, in the siege, and
in the straitness, wherewith thine enemies shall distress thee:
Deu 28:54 [So that] the man [that is] tender among you, and very delicate, his
eye shall be evil toward his brother, and toward the wife of his bosom, and toward
the remnant of his children which he shall leave:

Deu 28:55 So that he will not give to any of them of the flesh of his children
whom he shall eat: because he hath nothing left him in the siege, and in the
straitness, wherewith thine enemies shall distress thee in all thy gates.
Deu 28:56 The tender and delicate woman among you, which would not
adventure to set the sole of her foot upon the ground for delicateness and
tenderness, her eye shall be evil toward the husband of her bosom, and toward
her son, and toward her daughter,
Deu 28:57 And toward her young one that cometh out from between her feet,
and toward her children which she shall bear: for she shall eat them for want of
all [things] secretly in the siege and straitness, wherewith thine enemy shall
distress thee in thy gates.
Deu 28:58 ¶ If thou wilt not observe to do all the words of this law that are written
in this book, that thou mayest fear this glorious and fearful name, THE LORD THY
GOD;
Deu 28:59 Then the LORD will make thy plagues wonderful, and the plagues of
thy seed, [even] great plagues, and of long continuance, and sore sicknesses,
and of long continuance.
Deu 28:60 Moreover he will bring upon thee all the diseases of Egypt, which
thou wast afraid of; and they shall cleave unto thee.
Deu 28:61 Also every sickness, and every plague, which [is] not written in the
book of this law, them will the LORD bring upon thee, until thou be destroyed.
Deu 28:62 And ye shall be left few in number, whereas ye were as the stars of
heaven for multitude; because thou wouldest not obey the voice of the LORD thy
God.
Deu 28:63 And it shall come to pass, [that] as the LORD rejoiced over you to do
you good, and to multiply you; so the LORD will rejoice over you to destroy you,
and to bring you to nought; and ye shall be plucked from off the land whither thou
goest to possess it.
Deu 28:64 ¶ And the LORD shall scatter thee among all people, from the one end
of the earth even unto the other; and there thou shalt serve other gods, which
neither thou nor thy fathers have known, [even] wood and stone.
Deu 28:65 And among these nations shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest: but the LORD shall give thee there a trembling heart,
and failing of eyes, and sorrow of mind:
Deu 28:66 And thy life shall hang in doubt before thee; and thou shalt fear day
and night, and shalt have none assurance of thy life:
Deu 28:67 In the morning thou shalt say, Would God it were even! and at even
thou shalt say, Would God it were morning! for the fear of thine heart wherewith
thou shalt fear, and for the sight of thine eyes which thou shalt see.
Deu 28:68 And the LORD shall bring thee into Egypt again with ships, by the way
whereof I spake unto thee, Thou shalt see it no more again: and there ye shall be
sold unto your enemies for bondmen and bondwomen, and no man shall buy
[you].
#5 According to North Korean media, Kim Jong-il is a phenom at just about everything.
It is claimed that he shot 38 under par (including 11 holes-in-one) the first time he ever
played golf.

#6 Christians are slaughtered in some of the most brutal ways imaginable in North
Korea. The following is just one example…..
“While Interviewee 17 was in the North Korean Army, his unit was dispatched to widen
the highway between Pyongyang and the nearby port city of Nampo. They were
demolishing a vacated house in Yongkang county when in a basement between two
bricks they found a Bible and a small notebook that contained 25 names, one identified
as pastor, two as chon-do-sa (assistant pastors), two as elders, and 20 other names,
apparently parishioners, identified by their occupations. The soldiers turned the Bible
and notebook over to the local branch of Department 15 of the Korean Workers Party
(KWP), but the Party officials said it was up to the military police unit to investigate.
Tracked down at their place of work through the listing of occupation in the notebook,
the 25 persons were picked up without formal arrest by the military. The interviewee
was not aware of any judicial procedures for those seized. In November 1996, the 25
were brought to the road construction site. Four concentric rectangular rows of
spectators were assembled to watch the execution. Interviewee 17 was in the first row.
The five leaders to be executed – the pastor, two assistant pastors, and two elders –
were bound hand and foot and made to lie down in front of a steamroller. This
steamroller was a large construction vehicle imported from Japan with a heavy, huge,
and wide steel roller mounted on the front to crush and level the roadway prior to
pouring concrete. The other twenty persons were held just to the side. The condemned
were accused of being Kiddokyo (Protestant Christian) spies and conspiring to engage
in subversive activities. Nevertheless, they were told, “If you abandon religion and serve
only Kim Il Sung and Kim Jong Il, you will not be killed.” None of the five said a word.
Some of the fellow parishioners assembled to watch the execution cried, screamed out,
or fainted when the skulls made a popping sound as they were crushed beneath the
steamroller. Interviewee 17 thought, at the time, that these church people were crazy.
He thought then that religion was an “opiate,” and it was stupid for them to give up their
lives for religion. He heard from the soldiers who took away the other twenty prisoners
that they were being sent to a prison camp.”
#7 A few years ago when China was sending humanitarian aid into North Korea the
North Koreans decided that they would just start keeping the trains as well. The
Chinese crews were sent back over the border on foot.
#8 A song entitled “No Motherland Without You” was written specifically for Kim Jong-il
and is one of the most popular songs in North Korea. It is regularly sung by the North
Korean military.
Are you convinced yet? The truth is that North Korea is very, very dangerous and they
should not be underestimated. Let us hope that the United States never has to fight
another war with them.

China, Russia quit dollar

By Su Qiang and Li Xiaokun (China Daily)--Updated: 2010-11-24

Premier Wen Jiabao shakes hands with his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin on a
visit to St. Petersburg on Tuesday.ALEXEY DRUZHININ / AFP

St. Petersburg, Russia - China and Russia have decided to renounce the US dollar and
resort to using their own currencies for bilateral trade, Premier Wen Jiabao and his
Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin announced late on Tuesday.
Chinese experts said the move reflected closer relations between Beijing and Moscow
and is not aimed at challenging the dollar, but to protect their domestic economies.
"About trade settlement, we have decided to use our own currencies," Putin said at a
joint news conference with Wen in St. Petersburg.
The two countries were accustomed to using other currencies, especially the dollar, for
bilateral trade. Since the financial crisis, however, high-ranking officials on both sides
began to explore other possibilities. http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/201011/24/content_11599087.htm

Big Sis Wants Behavior Scanners At Sports Events, Malls
Paul Joseph Watson--Infowars.com--November 24, 2010

Homeland Security chief Janet Napolitano admitted yesterday that body scanners would
eventually find their way into U.S. public transportation, trains and boats, but Big Sis is
already beta-testing technology that goes even further, by forcing Americans to undergo
a behavioral interrogation before they are allowed to enter sports events, rock concerts
and shopping malls.
“I think the tighter we get on aviation, we have to also be thinking now about going on to
mass transit or to trains or maritime. So, what do we need to be doing to strengthen our
protections there?” said Napolitano, indicating that naked body scanners and invasive
pat downs will eventually become a necessity in order to merely catch the subway or
ride a bus.
Indeed, mobile body scanners have already hit the streets, with “more than 500
backscatter x-ray scanners mounted in vans that can be driven past neighboring
vehicles to see their contents” having been sold to government agencies,” reports
Forbes.
American Science & Engineering, a company based in Billerica, Massachusetts, has
sold many of the devices to U.S. law enforcement agencies, who are already using
them on the streets for “security” purposes.
TSA needs false flag security incident to convince Americans to accept obscene
pat-downs
Mike Adams--NaturalNews--November 22, 2010--With the grassroots backlash over
the TSA’s obscene pat-downs growing by the day, it’s becoming fairly obvious that the
only way the U.S. government is going to get the public to accept these Fourth

Amendment violations is if there is another “terrorist incident” that is supposedly
stopped by the TSA and its naked body scanners.
So far, the TSA is molesting
children, teens and grannies
without being able to
demonstrate that this gross
violation of Americans’ Fourth
Amendment rights is having any
effect whatsoever on improving
air travel safety. But if there’s
anything to be learned from
9/11, it’s that the sheeple are
always willing to give up their
rights if they can be scared
into doing so.
(http://www.naturalnews.com…)
“After 9/11 people were scared
and when people are scared
they’ll do anything for someone
who will make them less
scared,” said Bruce Schneier, a
Minneapolis security technology
expert, in an AP story
(http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20
Be on the watch for a “staged” security event
101121…). “But [this TSA] is
designed to convince the American people that
particularly invasive. It’s stripthey need to give up yet more freedoms in the
searching. It’s body groping. As
name of police-state security.
abhorrent goes, this pegs it.”
The TSA is being threatened right now in a big way: One airport in Florida is already
planning to ditch the agency and hire private contractors to run security. A NYC
lawmaker has called for the “dismantling” of the TSA, and Rep Ron Paul has introduced
legislation that would result in TSA agents being arrested for felony crimes if they
touched peoples’ junk.
The TSA, in other words, is fighting for its very survival right now. What it desperately
needs is some new terrorist incident to remind the American people how much they
need to give up their freedoms in exchange for security.
Now, I’m not saying the TSA is going to plot to blow up an airplane or anything, but if
there’s anybody who has the access to sneak something past airport security, it’s the
TSA.
The United States government has a long and detailed history of “staging” events
in order to sway public opinion. The Gulf of Tonkin event in the Vietnam War era
was deliberately staged by U.S. government officials in order to justify an escalation of
military attacks on the North Vietnamese. Documents that were finally declassified just
this year prove beyond any doubt that the U.S. government conspired to stage this
“false flag” event. (http://www.prisonplanet.com/de-clas…)
Operation Northwoods was a similar plot. As Wikipedia relates:

The planned 1962 Operation Northwoods plot by the U.S. Department of Defense for a
war with Cuba involved scenarios such as hijacking or shooting down passenger and
military planes, sinking a U.S. ship in the vicinity of Cuba, burning crops, sinking a boat
filled with Cuban refugees, attacks by alleged Cuban infiltrators inside the United
States, and harassment of U.S. aircraft and shipping and the destruction of aerial
drones by aircraft disguised as Cuban MiGs. These actions would be blamed on
Cuba, and would be a pretext for an invasion of Cuba and the overthrow of Fidel
Castro’s communist government. It was authored by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, nixed
by John F. Kennedy, came to light through the Freedom of Information Act and was
publicized by James Bamford. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/False_…)
On the conspiracy theory front, there have long been accusations that the 9/11 attacks
were an “inside job” staged as a pretext to clamp down on Americans’ freedoms and roll
out the Patriot Act — the very law that coincidentally gives TSA agents the right to have
anybody arrested and detained for 48 hours without cause, without a warrant and
without legal representation. The evidence surrounding the collapse of the WTC 7
building now has literally thousands of engineers, scientists and citizens realizing the
building was obviously brought down by demolition explosions (http://buildingwhat.org)
and not an “office fire” as was the official explanation.
The point of all this is that when governments are cornered but don’t want to give
in, they will sometimes resort to falsifying events in order to continue moving their
agendas forward. It’s the old “problem-reaction-solution” approach. First, create the
problem, then wait for the public reaction that allows you to enact the government
solution.
The formula works like a charm for everything from pushing flu vaccines to justifying a
war.
In fact, there is evidence that U.S. agents may already be working on this plan. The fake
bomb recently found on board a German passenger jet, we now know, was
manufactured by a U.S. company (http://www.prisonplanet.com/fake-bo…).
How government agencies keep themselves alive (and get more funding)
Is the TSA at that point of desperation yet? I’m not sure, but it would certainly be easy
for high-level TSA operatives to find some patsy who hates the government, convince
him that he should carry some liquid explosives onto an airplane, and then “catch” him
at a TSA security checkpoint, thereby proving that we need to keep giving up our
freedoms in the name of security.
The mainstream media would have a field day with that story, and for the next two
weeks on the news, we’d all hear how important the TSA is and what a great job they’re
doing, and how this “terrorist” was caught by the naked body scanner machine, and so
on.
A Well Behaved Herd of Sheep
Wed, 24 Nov 2010--Marti Oakley--PPJ Gazzette

If ever there was an indicator of just how apathetic and well trained the American public
truly is, it must be this situation with TSA. Like a herd of bedraggled sheep, thousands
forfeited their 4th and 5th amendment rights and allowed the government to irradiate
them and view their virtually naked body & allowed themselves to be subjected to an
enhanced pat-down...nothing short of a sexual encounter. And for what? This is a
training and conditioning exercise people! This has nothing to do with making us safer,
national security or protecting America. It has nothing to do with making your flight
safer. It has everything to do with conditioning you to accept a full body assault as long
as the persons doing it are wearing a government badge. You are being trained to
submit and comply.
Did any of the claimed terrorists come from America? No.
Are any potential terrorists afraid of TSA and Homeland Security or any of the rightsrobbing laws passed by the devils in the District of Criminals? No.
We have a border that is wide open and anyone and everyone from far away places
such as Uganda, China, North Korea, and even Afghanistan have crossed that border
at will, without any trouble, and millions of people from Mexico, El Salvador, Ecuador,
and various and sundry other South American country's have also entered and
Homeland Security has absolutely no plans to secure that border or to deport any of
those individuals caught here illegally. With this in mind......how concerned do you think
Homeland Security is about terrorism or terrorists?
Who is it Homeland Security views as terrorists? YOU.
For all of you who claim, "I don't mind....they are just trying to keep us safe"....may you
be the first to be loaded on a truck to the FEMA camps. As submissive and compliant as
you are, most likely you will drive yourself there. And don't forget to get your fake, DNA
tainted, flu pandemic vaccine on the way! In fact...take mine! And just for good
measure, why don't you present yourself to the nearest Fusion Center and have
yourself facially imprinted, have your iris scanned and your finger prints taken so that
when you walk down the street all those spy cameras that are being installed in every
city, can identify you and record where you were and what you were doing.
Thanks to all of you compliant shepple out there, there are now plans afoot in several
locations to install these porno scanners in the entry to courthouses, train terminals,

subways or virtually any location that people might opt to use for travel. Thanks to the
mindless sheeple, we will all now be subjected to this invasion of our persons. And
why? Because you might be a domestic terrorist if you opt out! After all, so many others
compliantly obeyed and allowed this invasion of their person to go on unchallenged. So,
if you are objecting to these rights violations and don't want to be sexually assaulted by
some pervert with a TSA badge, that must mean you are a domestic terrorist.
Psalm 94:16&20: "Who will rise up for me against the evildoers? or who will stand
up for me against the workers of iniquity?…Shall the throne of iniquity have
fellowship with thee, which frameth mischief by a law?"
The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.
-- Edmund
Burke
"But you must remember, my fellow-citizens, that eternal vigilance by the people
is the price of liberty, and that you must pay the price if you wish to secure the
blessing. It behooves you, therefore, to be watchful in your States as well as in
the Federal Government." -- Andrew Jackson, Farewell Address, March 4, 1837
"The battle, sir, is not to the strong alone; it is to the vigilant, the active, the
brave."
-- Patrick
Henry
"God grants liberty only to those who love it, and are always ready to guard and
defend it." -- Daniel Webster
I have news for all of you: The domestic terrorist in this situation is the guy/gal with the
TSA badge on.
Of course the plans to install the porno scanners in the subways, train stations,
courthouse, and wherever else they are going to appear, is not just a sudden
event. This was the plan all along. Homeland Security, the agency charged with
defending the government from you, has just taken a giant step forward in exposing
itself as the police state agency that it was created to be.
One thing this episode has shown us is, there are far more perverts out there than we
ever imagined. What kind of moral or decent human being would take employment
that not only violates the Constitutional rights of those being assaulted, but also
physically assaults them in a manner that would otherwise be a criminal act?
Who knowingly takes employment that would encompass the groping of the
private and genital areas of not only adults, but also children? And then smiles
and tells you it was to "keep you safe". How sick is that?
It just goes to prove what I have maintained for years; you can take an ordinary
everyday, individual...your neighbor, family member, friend.....and slap a
government badge on them and many will suddenly become a psychopath with
no morals, no ethics and no sense of decency. We see it in state level agencies
where agents knowingly violate rights, and perform acts of aggression against

members of their own communities, and we see it here again in these federal
level agents.
Where I once believed it was a situation comprised of those who worked for government
vs, those who didn't, I now believe it is more those who work for government and
those who blindly comply with government vs the rest of us.
We are being maneuvered into a full police state. Thanks to all of those who
complied with this police state action, the rest of us will pay the price. They forfeited
their rights just so they wouldn't be inconvenienced and in the process forfeited
everyone else's at the same time. Why? Because standing up for what is right might
have delayed them (among other reasons)?
How pathetic is that?
Airport Screeners: Denied radiation badges?
Posted on September 13, 2010 Ira Flatow--I continue to wonder why those TSA folks
who stand by x-ray machines for a whole day do not know how much radiation they are
exposed to. Last weekend, one of them told me she asked for a common radiation
badge and was told she could not wear one.
This weekend, when traveling through the airport at Buffalo, NY I happened upon one of
those new whole body x-ray scanners. Refusing to be screened that way, I chose for a
full body pat-down. Upon gathering up my stuff, I asked one of the screeners if she
knew how much radiation she was exposed to each day. She said she did not know and
wanted to wear one of the badges that her friend wears at a local hospital, but was told
“no,” that would not be permitted. She was upset with that decision.
Why do dentists, doctors, med techs, etc.. who work in other x-ray environments gladly
wear these exposure detectors on their clothing but TSA employees do not or cannot?
http://www.sciencefriday.com/blog/2010/09/airport-screeners-denied-radiation-badges/
Sign your petitions against this rape of morality & dignity, & save your family &
love ones as well as future generations from invasive tyranny.
http://dontscan.us
http://dontscan.me
Act now! http://www.boycottairtravel.com/sign-the-petition/
All Facebook Against Airport Full Body Scanners
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=239458517874 and join in on
www.Flyertalk.com Organized resistance to TSI invasive patdowns
Spreadin' the glove: TSA infecting U.S.? Unchanged Latex Gloves 'have been in
crotches, armpits, touching people who may be ill or have open sores'
November 22, 2010--By Bob Unruh--2010 WorldNetDaily --Those latex gloves
Transportation Security Administration agents wear while giving airline passengers
those infamous full-body pat-downs apparently aren't there for the safety and security of
passengers – only the TSA agents.

That's the word being discussed on dozens of online forums and postings after it was
noted that the agents wear the same gloves to pat down dozens, perhaps hundreds, of
passengers, not changing them even though the Centers for Disease Control in its
online writings has emphasized the important of clean hands to prevent the exchange of
loathsome afflictions.
"Herpes via latex glove" wrote one participant on the independence-minded AR15
website forum.
Responding to the question, "Does the TSA change latex gloves after each sexual
assault?" another wrote on the same forum, "I seriously doubt it. Gloves are for their
protection, not yours."
Join tens of thousands of Americans in a petition demanding action against the
intrusive airport screening procedures implemented by Janet Napolitano and
send a letter to Congress, President Obama and others telling them exactly what
you think about the issue.
In fact, TSA officials in both national and regional offices declined to respond to WND
inquiries about the policy for changing gloves to prevent an infection that may be
on the clothes or body of one passenger during a pat-down by TSA agents from
being transmitted to other passengers, including children, in line. Marsha
Donahue in a commentary at Resistnet said she'd spent 30 years in the medical
industry.
"For those of you who fly and opt for the 'pat down,' you need to demand the TSA
thugs change their gloves. I've been watching on the news how they operate.
People are being searched [with] dirty gloves ... gloves that have been in
crotches, armpits, touching people who may be ill, people who pick their noses.
Do you want those gloves touching you?
"These thugs are protecting themselves from you. You need to be protected from them,"
she wrote. "In a hospital, nursing home, in-home care, or even labs, that would never
even be considered an option."
Deadlier Than Scanners: TSA To Spread Flesh-Eating Bacteria
Paul Joseph Watson--Infowars.com--November 25, 2010
Now that the TSA’s new pat down procedures include reaching inside people’s
clothing and directly touching their skin and genitals, communicable diseases are
set to soar, with doctors warning of a new wave of infections that will pose a
greater risk to public health than any statistical probability of being a victim of
terrorism.
The TSA’s new pat down procedures threaten to unleash an epidemic of communicable
diseases, presenting a threat more deadly than the radiation travelers will be exposed to
if they pass through a naked body scanner. This will undoubtedly lead to thousands of
deaths of people with weak immune systems in the long term.

The controversy again highlights the fact that the body scanner and pat down
procedures, through the spread of infectious diseases like MRSA & flesh-eating
bacteria, will kill more people than they will protect through the speculative prevention of
any terror attack.
Necrotizing fasciitis, commonly known as flesh-eating bacteria, can be spread
from one person to another through close contact or inadvertently touching the
wound of a person who is infected. The likelihood of this occurring now that the
TSA have been given free reign to directly grope passengers under their clothing
has greatly increased. The disease can be spread through contact with weakened
skin, like a bruise, blister, or abrasion, or merely through minor openings in the
skin such as a paper cut or a pin prick.
Cases of flesh-eating bacteria are on the increase and the disease has a 20 per cent
death rate.
Syphilis, lice, gonorrhea, ringworm, chlamydia, staph, strep, noro and papilloma viruses
are also going to be readily transferred to travelers since TSA agents do not change
gloves between each pat down. Now that screeners are literally touching genitalia, the
risk of transmitting sexual diseases will skyrocket.
While people are told to wear flip-flops in the gym or at the swimming pool to prevent
infections transmitted via bare feet, the TSA makes people remove their shoes and walk
through areas loaded with germs with no protection.
All “clear” on bypassing airport security again?
November 18, 2010 An opt-in program that charges airline passengers to bypass
airport security lines is being resuscitated more than two years after its abrupt
shutdown. The CLEAR program re-launched in Orlando last week, and is preparing to
start up in Denver.
After submitting fingerprints and iris scans, members are issued a CLEARcard
with these biometric data. Kiosks at participating airports then allow them to
confirm their identity and “speed through security.”
Verified Identity Pass shut down the previous program suddenly in June 2009, leaving
approximately 165,000 members without refunds. The new owners—Alclear, LLC—
purchased CLEAR’s assets in bankruptcy reorganization, and are offering reinstatement
to those who were left stranded. Under the current terms, membership will be renewed
upon first use or when CLEAR begins operating in the member’s home market,
whichever occurs first.
A similar program, dubbed iQueue, currently operates in Indianapolis and “expects” to
launch in additional cities this year.
CLEAR was founded by Steven Brill in 2005 and at its peak it was available at 23
airports. However, in 2008 Consumer Reports Money Adviser noted the card—which
operated under the Transportation Security Administration’s Registered Traveler
program—was “a shortcut with serious trade-offs.”
Both Consumers Union and the American Civil Liberties Union voiced concerns over
user privacy.

— William J. McGee
http://blogs.consumerreports.org/money/2010/11/clear-bypassing-airport-security.html
TSA scanners front to implement biometric chips
November 18, 2010--You might of heard that the TSA scanners at US airports are a
front because the guy (Michael Chertoff) that owns part of the company also makes the
rules. The same guy also claims that the TSA scanners are just a front to implement
them in schools and make people used to the idea, they would rather choose the
machines than being molested by TSA agents.
Their plan is to see a machine in every school, shopping mall and public building. Just
about everywhere.
The truth is much worse than that. The TSA machines are a front to make people
choose to rather have a biometric chip implanted in them so they can then skip
both the sexual assault pat down and the TSA naked body scanners. Those that
refuse will have to go through the scanners or be molested.
A few days ago APA , one of the largest independent pilots associations with a
membership of 11,500 told or advised their members not to go through the body
scanners as the radiation is dangerous. They were asked to opt in for the pat down
instead. Pilots unions have entered into what are described as "high-level" and
"sensitive" talks with Obama administration officials in recent days in response to a
public backlash against the use of the whole-body imaging machines and physical patdowns that are seen as being too invasive; but is the pilots that are actually calling
on the US government to implement a program under which their identities will be
confirmed with the chip or biometric id.
Although most know the biometric pass that would be implemented as a "crew pass" it
would later be developed into an implantable chip.
So, the question is obvious. The evidence already says that the TSA body scanners and
the pat downs are just a front to get people to gladly receive a chip later along the line
that will enable them to skip long lines, skip being legally molested and pass right on
through to the airplanes.
http://fromtheold.com/news/politics/tsa-scanners-front-implement-biometric-chips-20791
Body scanner CEO accompanied Obama to India
By Daniel Tencer--November 21st, 2010-The CEO of one of the two companies licensed to sell full body scanners to the
TSA accompanied President Barack Obama to India earlier this month, a clear
sign of the deep ties between Washington politicians and the companies pushing
to have body scanners installed at all US airports.
Deepak Chopra, chairman and CEO of OSI Systems and no relation to the New Age
spiritualist, was one of a number of CEOs who traveled with the president on his three-

day trip to India, which focused primarily on expanding business ties between the US
and the emerging Asian power.
"I am honored to be selected to play a role in this very important cause," Chopra said in
a statement ahead of the trip."
Chopra's company manufactures the Rapiscan brand of body scanners, currently being
deployed across US airports. He joined the CEOs of such companies as GE, PepsiCo
and United Technologies on the trip.
India decided earlier this year to implement body scanners at its airports, in the wake of
the 2008 Mumbai attacks. (An early experiment with body scanners was quickly scuttled
in 2007 due to privacy concerns.)
That a manufacturer of body scanners accompanied the US president on a foreign trip
shows the extent of the ties between the industry and the US government. With anger
growing at the intrusive news screening procedures, many observers have focused
attention on Michael Chertoff, the former Homeland Security secretary whose
consultancy, the Chertoff Group, counts OSI as a client.
The original orders for body scanners were made in 2005, during the Bush
administration when Chertoff was still head of Homeland Security. Chertoff
stepped up his lobbying for body scanners late last year after the attempted
Christmas Day bombing.
"Mr. Chertoff should not be allowed to abuse the trust the public has placed in
him as a former public servant to privately gain from the sale of full-body
scanners under the pretense that the scanners would have detected '[the alleged
Christmas Day bomber's] explosive," saids Kate Hanni, founder of FlyersRights.org, told
to the Washington Post.
"Airport security has always been compromised by corporate interests," wrote James
Ridgeway at Mother Jones. "When it comes to high-tech screening methods, the TSA
has a dismal record of enriching private corporations with failed technologies, and there
are signs that the latest miracle device may just bring more of the same."
http://www.rawstory.com/rs/2010/11/body-scanner-ceo-obama-india/

